Most popular web browsers include "reader modes" that improve the user experience by removing un-useful page elements. Reader modes reformat the page to hide elements that are not related to the page's main content. Such page elements include site navigation, advertising related videos and images, and most JavaScript. The intended end result is that users can enjoy the content they are interested in, without distraction.
INTRODUCTION
"Web bloat" is a colloquial term that describes the trend in websites to accumulate size and visual complexity over time. The phenomena has been measured in many dimensions, including total page size [7] , page load time [5, 44, 45] , memory needed [30] , number of network requests [16, 28] , amount of scripts executed [26, 34, 37, 39] and third parties contacted [25, 26, 28] . This work suggests that growth in page size and complexity is outpacing improvements in device hardware. All of this has a predictably negative impact on user experience.
Web users and browser vendors have reacted to this "bloat" in a variety of ways, all partially helpful, but with significant downsides. Ad and tracking blockers are a popular and useful tool for reducing the size complexity of sites. Prior work has shown that these tools can be effective in reducing privacy leaks [31] , network use, and extend device memory life. Such tools, which use filter lists, are inherently limited in the scope of improvements they can achieve. While these filter lists are large [42] , they are small as a proportion of all URLs on the web. Similarly, while these lists are updated often, they are updated slowly compared to URL updates on the web.
Similarly, "reader mode" tools, provided in many popular browsers and browser extensions, are an effort to reduce the growing visual complexity of websites. Such tools attempt to extract the subset of page content useful to users, and remove advertising, animations, boilerplate code, and other non-core content. Current "reader modes" do not provide the user with resource savings since the referenced resources have already been fetched and rendered. The growth and popularity of such tools suggest they are useful to browser users, looking to address the problem of page clutter and visual "bloat".
In this work, we propose a novel strategy called SpeedReader for dealing with resource and bloat on websites. Our technique provides a user experience similar to existing "reader mode" tools, but with network, performance, and privacy improvements that exceed existing ad and tracking blocking tools, on a significant portion of websites. Significantly, SpeedReader differs from existing deployed reader mode tools by operating before page rendering, which allows it to determine which resources are needed for the page's core content before fetching.
How we achieve speedups. SpeedReader achieves its performance improvements through a two-step pipeline:
(1) SpeedReader uses a classifier to determine whether there is a readable subset of the initial, fetched page HTML. This classifier is trained on a labeled corpus of 2,833 websites (see Section 3), and determines whether a page can be display in reader mode with 91% accuracy. (2) If the classifier has determined that the page is readable, SpeedReader extracts the readable subset of document before rendering, using a variety of heuristics developed in prior research [24] and browser vendors [9, 23] , and passes the simplified, reader mode document to the browser's render layer. This tree translation step is described in Section 4.
Deployment. Combined with a highly accurate classifier of "readable" pages, the drastic improvements in performance, reduction in bandwidth use and elimination of trackers in reader mode make the approach practical for continuous use. We therefore propose SpeedReader as a sticky feature that a user can toggle to be always on. This approximates the experience of using an e-book reader, but with strengths of content availability on the web. It is also a suitable strategy for content prerendering or prefetching that could be implemented by web browser vendors, automatically delivering graceful performance degradation in poor connectivity areas or on underpowered mobile devices until the rest of the page content can be fetched for a complete render.
Contributions.
• Novel approach to Reader Mode -combining machinelearning driven approach to checking whether content can be transformed to text-focused representation for end-user consumption.
• Applicability -we demonstrate that 22.0% of web pages are convertible to reader mode style in a dataset of pages reported popular by Alexa. We further demonstrate that 46 .27% of pages shared on social networks are readable. • Privacy -we demonstrate that using reader mode in the proposed design provides superior privacy protection, effectively removing all trackers from the tested pages, and dramatically reducing communication with third-parties. • Ad Blocking -we show that our unique reader mode approach blocks ads at least as well as existing ad blocking tools, blocking 100% of resources labeled as advertising related by EasyList in a crawl of 91,439 pages, without the need to use hand curated, hard-coded filter lists. • Speed -we find that the lightweight nature of reader mode content results in huge performance gains, with up to 27× page load time speedup on average, together with up to 84× bandwidth and 2.4× memory reduction on average.
Paper organization. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information to place SpeedReader in context. Section 3 describes the design, evaluation and accuracy of the classifying step in the SpeedReader pipeline, and Section 4 gives the design and evaluation of the reader mode extraction step in the SpeedReader pipeline. Section 3.3 measures how many websites user encounters that are amenable to SpeedReader, under several browser use scenarios. Section 5 provides some discussion for how our findings can inform future readability, privacy and performance work, Section 6 places this work in the context of prior research, and Section 7 concludes.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Terminology
This subsection presents several terms that are not standardized. We present them up front, to ease the understanding of the rest of the work.
Reader mode. We use the term "reader mode" to describe any tool that attempts to extract a useful subset of a website for a simplified presentation. These tools can be either included in the web browser by the browser vendor, added by users through browser extensions, or provided by third parties as a web service. Our use of the term "reader mode" is generic to the concept, and should not be confused with any specific tool.
Classification and transduction. Reader mode tools generally include both a technique for determining whether a page is readable, which we refer to as "classification", and a strategy for converting the initial HTML tree into a simplified reader mode tree, which we refer to as "tree transduction". Though most reader mode tools include both steps within a single tool or library, they are conceptually distinct.
Readable. We use the term "readable" to describe whether a web page contains a subset of content that would be useful to display in a reader mode presentation. Reader mode presentation works best on pages that are text and image focused, and that are mostly static (i.e. few interactive page elements). Examples of such readable pages include articles, blog posts, and news sites. Reader mode presentation does not work well on websites that are highly interactive, or when a page's structure is significant to the page's content. Examples of such non-readable pages include web applications (e.g. Google Mail, Google Maps) or pages that are indexes of other content.
Existing Reader Modes
Several popular web browsers include reader modes designed to simplify a page's presentation, so that browser users can read the page's contents without distraction of visual clutter such as advertisements, page animations, and unnecessary page boilerplate (e.g. footers, page navigation, comments). In this section, we give a brief description of several existing reader mode tools, how they're deployed by their authors, and how they are used in the evaluations given in the rest of this paper.
Readability.js. Readability.js [9] is an open source reader mode library, implemented in JavaScript. It is maintained by Mozilla, and is used for the reader mode function in Firefox. The code is closely related to "Readability" [2] , an open sourced library developed by Arc90 and used for their now-defunct readability.com web service. Classification works by looking for the element on the page with the highest density of text and link nodes. If the number and density of text and link nodes in that element exceed a given threshold, the library treats the page as readable. Tree transduction works by normalizing the contents of the text-and-link dense element (to remove styling and other mark up), looking for near-by images for inclusion, and using text patterns in the document that identify the page's author, source and publication date.
Significant to SpeedReader, Readability.js does not consider any display or presentation information when performing either the classification or tree transduction steps. This means that the page does not need to be loaded and rendered to generate a reader mode presentation (though in practice Firefox does not use this library in this way).
Safari Reader View. Safari Reader View is a JavaScript library that implements the reader mode presentation in Safari. Like Readability.js, it is also a fork from Arc90's "Readability", though Apple has changed how the library works in significant ways. In addition to looking for elements with high text and anchor density, Safari Reader View also uses presentation-level heuristics, including where elements appear on the page and what elements are hidden from display by default. Relevant to SpeedReader, this means that Safari Reader View must load a page and at least some of its resources (e.g. images, CSS, JavaScript) to perform either the classification or tree transduction level decisions. Because significant portions of Safari Reader View require a document be fetched and rendered before being evaluated, we do not consider it further in this work (for reasons that are detailed in Sections 3 and 4).
BoilerPipe. BoilerPipe is an academic research project from Kohlschütter et al. [24] , and is implemented in Java. BoilerPipe has not been deployed directly by any browser vendor. BoilerPipe does not provide functionality for (readability) classification, and assumes that any HTML document contains a readable subset. For tree transduction, BoilerPipe considers number of words and link density features. Like Readability.js, it does not require a browser to load and render a page in order to do reader mode extraction. Their analysis reveals a strong correlation between short text and boilerplate, as well as long text and actual content text (of the textual content) on the Web. Using features with low calculation cost such as number of words enables BoilerPipe to lower the overhead while maintaining high accuracy.
DOM Distiller. DOM Distiller is a JavaScript and C++ library maintained by Google, and used to implement reader mode in recent versions of Chrome. The project is based on BoilerPipe, though has been significantly changed by Google. The classification step in DOM Distiller uses a classifier based approach, and considers features such as whether the page's URL contains certain keywords (e.g. "forum", ".php", "index"), if the page's markup contains Facebook open graph, Google AMP, identifiers, or the number of "/" characters used in the URL's path, in addition to the text-and-link density measures used by Readability.js. At a high level, the tree transduction step also looks at text-and-link dense element in the page, as well as special-cased embedded elements, such as YouTube or Vimeo videos.
DOM Distiller considers some render-level information in both the classification and tree transduction steps. For example, any elements that are hidden from display are not included in the textand-link density measurements. These render-level checks are a small part of DOM Distiller's strategy. We modified DOM Distiller to remove these display level checks, so that DOM Distiller could be applied to prerendered HTML documents. We note that the evaluation of DOM Distiller in this work uses this modified version of DOM Distiller, and not the version that Google ships with Chrome. We expect this modification to have minimal effects on the discussed measurements, but draw the reader's attention to this change for completeness.
Comparison to SpeedReader
The reader mode functionality shipped with all current major browsers is applied after the document is fully fetched and rendered. 1 This greatly restricts the possible performance, network and privacy improvements existing reader modes can achieve. In fact, in some reader mode implementations we measured, using reader modes increased the amount of network used, as some resources were fetched twice, i.e. once for the initial page loading, and then again when presenting images in the reader mode display. Most significantly, SpeedReader differs from existing reader mode techniques in that it is implemented strictly before the display, rendering, and resource-fetching steps in the browser. SpeedReader can therefore be thought of as a function that sits between the browser's network layer (i.e. takes as input the initial HTML document), and returns either the received HTML (when there is no readable subset), or a greatly simplified HTML document, representing the reader mode presentation (when there is a readable subset). Figure 1 provides a high level comparison of how SpeedReader functions, compared to existing reader modes.
The fact that SpeedReader only considers features available in the initial HTML and URL enables SpeedReader to achieve performance orders of magnitude above existing approaches. provides a strawman example of a news page as delivered to a standard client: including portal branding and content, but also a range of links to different articles, images and trackers, for a total of 2.7MB of data transferred and 53 scripts executed. Figure 3 demonstrates the functionality of SpeedReader when applying existing reader mode transducers to just the initial HTML document. Therefore, for documents SpeedReader determines are readable, the sources of SpeedReader improvements include:
• Never fetching or executing script or CSS.
• Fetching far fewer images or videos (since images and videos not core to the page's presentation are never retrieved). • Performing network requests to far fewer third parties (zero, in the common case). • Saving processing power from not rendering animations, videos or complex layout operations, since reader mode presentations of page content are generally simple.
The above are just some of the ways that SpeedReader is able to achieve considerable performance improvements. The following sections describe how SpeedReader's classification and tree transduction steps were designed and evaluated, and what percentage of websites are amenable to SpeedReader's approach.
PAGE CLASSIFICATION
SpeedReader uses a two stage pipeline for generating reader mode versions of websites. This section presents the design and evaluation of the first half of the pipeline, the classification step. 
Classifier Design
The classification step of SpeedReader uses a random forest classifier, trained on a hand-labeled data set of 2,833 websites. Our classifier takes as input a string, depicting an HTML document, and returns a boolean label of whether there is a readable subset of the document. We note that the input to the classifier is the initial HTML returned by the server, and not the final state of the website after JavaScript execution. Our classifier is designed to execute quickly, since document rendering is delayed during classification. The classifier is trained using 50 estimators, it expands the nodes until all leaves are pure or contain less than 2 samples, and considers 21 features, each selected to be extractable quickly. Selected features include the number of text nodes, number of words, the presence of Facebook open graph or Google AMP markup, and counts for a variety of other tags.
Our classifier considers the following features. We have made the source code for our classifier available publicly as well. 2 • Counts of the following tags: <p>, <ul>, <ol>, <dl>, <div>, <pre>, <table>, <select>, <article>, <section>, <blockquote>, <a>, <img>, <script> • Count of block elements that contain at least 400 words.
• # of words in block elements that match above condition.
• Number of path segments in the URL.
• Boolean determination if the page has any of the following metatags: amphtml, fb_pages, og_article. • Boolean determination if the page has plaintext match for any of schema.org markup for Article, NewsArticle or APIReference.
Classifier Accuracy
The goal of the classifier in SpeedReader is to predict whether the end result of a page's fetching and execution will result in a readable page, based on the initial HTML of the page. This section describes the data set we used to both train the SpeedReader classifier, and Table 2 : Accuracy measurements for three classifiers attempting to replicate the manual labels described in Table 1 .
Classifier Precision Recall
ReadabilityJS 68% 85% DOM Distiller 90% 75% SpeedReader Classifier 91% 87%
to evaluate its accuracy against existing popular, deployed reader mode tools.
Data Set. To assess the accuracy of our classifier, we first gathered 2,833 websites, summarized in Table 1 . Our data set is made up of three smaller sets of crawled data, each containing 1,000 URLs, each meant to focus on a different kind of page, with a different expected distribution of readability. 1,000 pages were URLs selected from the RSS feeds of popular news sites (e.g. The New York Times, ArsTechnica), which we expected to be frequently readable. The second 1,000 pages were the landing pages from the Alexa 1K, which we expected to rarely be readable. The final 1,000 pages were selected randomly from non-landing pages linked from the landing pages of the Alexa 5K, which we expected to be occasionally readable. We built a crawler that, given a URL, recorded both the initial HTML response, and a screenshot of the final rendered page (i.e. after all resources had been fetched and rendered, and after JavaScript had executed). We applied our crawler to each of the 3,000 selected URLs. 167 pages did not respond to our crawler, accounting for the difference between the 3,000 selected URLs and the 2,833 pages in our data set. Finally, we manually considered each of the final page screenshots, and gave each a boolean label of whether there was a subset of page content that was readable. We considered a page readable if it met the following criteria:
(1) The primary utility of the page was its text and image content (i.e. not interactive functionality). (2) The page contained a subset of content that was useful, without being sensitive to its placement on the page. (3) The usefulness of the page's content was not dependent on its specific presentation or layout on the website. This meant that single page applications, index pages, and pages with complex layout were generally labeled as not-readable, while pages with generally static content, and lots of text and contentdepicting media, were generally labeled readable. We also share our labeled data, 3 and a guide to the meaning behind the labels, 4 to make our results transparent and reproducible.
Evaluation. We evaluated our classifier on our hand labeled corpus of 2,833 websites, performing a standard ten-fold cross-validation. For comparison sake, we also evaluated the accuracy of the classification functionality in Readability.js and our modified version of DOM Distiller when applied to the same data set, to judge their ability to predict the final readability state of each document, given its initial HTML. We note that Readability.js is designed to be used this way, but that this prediction point is slightly different than how DOM Distiller is deployed in Chrome. In Chrome, DOM Distiller labels a page as readable based on its final rendered state. This evaluation of DOM Distiller's classification capabilities should therefore not be seen as an evaluation of DOM Distiller's overall quality, but only its ability to achieve the kinds of optimizations sought by SpeedReader. Table 2 presents the results of this measurement. As the table shows, SpeedReader strictly outperforms the classification capabilities of both DOM Distiller and Readability.js. DOM Distiller has a higher false positive rate than our classifier, while Readability.js has a higher false negative rate.
Classifier Usability
Problem Statement. Our classifier operates on complete HTML documents, before they are rendered. As a result, the browser is not able to render the document until the entire initial HTML document is fetched. This is different from how current browsers operate, where websites are progressively rendered as each segment of the HTML document is received and parsed. This entails a trade off between rendering delay (since rendering is delayed until the initial HTML document) and network and device resource use (since, when a page is classified as readable, far fewer resources will be fetched and processed). In this sub-section, we evaluate the rendering delay caused by our classifier, under several representative network conditions. The rendering delay is equal to the time to fetch the entire initial HTML document. We find that the rendering delay imposed is small, especially compared to the dramatic performance improvements delivered when a page is readable (discussed in more detail in Section 4).
Classification Time. We evaluated the rendering delay imposed by our classifier by measuring the time taken to fetch the initial HTML for a page, under different network conditions, and compared it against the time taken for document classification. First, we determined how long our classifier took to determine if a parsed HTML document was readable. We did so by parsing each HTML string with myhtml, a fast, open source, C++ HTML parser [4] . We then measured the execution time taken to extract the relevant features from the document, and to return the predicted label. Our classifier took 2.8 ms on average and 1.9 ms in the median case. Next, we measured the fixed, simulation cost time of serving each web page from a locally hosted web server, which allowed us to account for the fixed overhead in establishing the network connection, and similar unrelated browser book keeping operations. This time was 22.3 ms on average, and 15.5 ms median.
Finally, we selected two network environments to represent different network conditions and device capabilities web users are likely to encounter: a fast, domestic broadband link, with 50 Mbps uplink/downlink bandwidth and 2 ms latency as indicated by a popular network speed testing utility, 5 and a simulated 3G network, created using the operating system's Network Link Conditioner. 6 We use a default 3G preset with 780 kbps downlink, 330 kbps uplink, 100 ms packet delay in either direction and no additional packet loss. Downloading the documents on such connection took 1,372 ms / 652 ms (average/median) and 4,023 ms / 2,516 ms for the two cases respectively. Figure 4 summarizes the results of those measurements. Overall, the approximately 2.8 ms taken for an average document classification is a tiny cost compared to just the initial HTML download on reasonably fast connections. It could potentially be further optimized by classifying earlier, i.e. when only a chunk of the initial document is available. Initial tests show promising results, however this adds significant complexity to patching the rendering pipeline and we leave it for future work.
Applicability to the Web
While subsequent sections will demonstrate the significant performance and privacy improvements provided by SpeedReader, these improvements are only available on a certain type of web document, those that have readable subsets. The performance improvements possible through SpeedReader are therefore bounded by the amount of websites users visit that are readable.
In this subsection, we determine how much of the web is amenable to SpeedReader, by applying our classifier to a sampling of websites, representing different common browsing scenarios. Doing so allows us to estimate the benefits SpeedReader can deliver 5 speedtest.net -web service that provides analysis of Internet access performance metrics, such as connection data rate and latency 6 Network Link Conditioner is a tool released by Apple with hardware IO Tools for XCode developer tools to simulate different connection bandwidth, latency and packet loss rates as well as its relevance to the web. As presented in Table 3 , we find that a significant number of visited URLs are readable, suggesting that SpeedReader can deliver significant privacy and performance improvements to users. This subsection continues by describing how we selected URLs in each browsing scenario. Websites by popularity. We first estimated how many pages hosted on popular and unpopular domains are readable. To do so, we first created two sets of domains, a popular set, consisting of the most popular 5,000 domains, as determined by Alexa, and an unpopular set, comprising a random sample of pages ranked 5,001-100,000. For each domain, we conducted a breadth three, depth three crawl. We first visited the landing page for the domain, and recorded all URLs linked to pages with the same TLD+1 domain. Then we selected up to three URLs from this set, and repeated the above process another time, giving a maximum of 13 URLs per domain, and a total data set of 91,439 pages. The crawl was conducted from AWS IP addresses on 17-20 October 2018. Social network shared content. We next estimated how much content linked to from online social networks is readable, to simulate a user that spends most of their browsing time on popular online social networks, and generally only browses away to view shared content. We gathered URLs shared from Reddit and Twitter. We gathered links shared on Reddit by using RedditList [32] to obtain top 125 subreddits ranked based on their number of subscribers. We then visited the 25 posts of each popular subreddit and extracted any shared URLs. For Twitter, we extracted shared links from the top 10 worldwide Twitter trends by crawling and extracting shared links from their Tweets. RSS / feed readers. Finally, we estimated how much content shared from RSS feeds is readable, to simulate a user who finds content mainly through an RSS (or similar) aggregation service. We built a list of RSS-shared content by crawling the Alexa 1K, identifying websites that included RSS feeds, and fetching the five most recent pages of content in each RSS feed.
Conclusion
In this section we have described how SpeedReader determines whether a page should be rendered in reader mode, based on its initial HTML. We find that SpeedReader outperforms the classification capabilities of existing, deployed reader mode tools. We also find that the overhead imposed by our classification strategy is small and acceptable in most cases, and dwarfed by the performance improvements delivered by SpeedReader, for cases when a page is judged readable.
PAGE TREE TRANSDUCTION
This section describes how SpeedReader generates a reader mode presentation of a page, for pages that have been classified as readable. Our evaluation includes three possible reader mode renderings, each presenting a different trade off between amount of media included, performance and privacy improvements.
Generating a reader mode presentation of an HTML document can be thought of as translating one tree structure to another: taking the document represented by the page's initial HTML and generating the document containing a simplified reader mode version. This process of tree mapping is generally known as tree transduction. 
Limitations and Bounds
We note that we did not attempt any evaluation of how users perceive or enjoy the reader mode versions of pages rendered by each considered technique. We made this decision for several reasons. First, two of the techniques (Readability.js and DOM Distiller) are developed and deployed by large browser vendors, with millions or billions of users. We assume that these large companies have conducted their own usability evaluation of their reader mode techniques, and found them satisfactory to users.
Second, the third considered tree transduction technique, Kohlschütter et al's BoilerPipe [24] , is an academic work that includes its own evaluation, showing that the technique can successfully extract useful contents from HTML documents. We assume that the authors' evaluation is comprehensive and sufficient, and that their technique can successfully render pages in reader mode presentations. Finally, we are planning to deploy a tree transducer different from existing techniques and a more thorough subjective evaluation of its presentation is left for future study.
Evaluation Methodology
We compared the performance and privacy improvements achieved through SpeedReader's novel application of three tree transduction techniques: Readability.js, DOM Distiller and BoilerPipe. We conducted this evaluation in three stages.
First, we fetched the HTML of each URL in the random crawl data set outlined in Table 3 , again from an AWS IP. The HTML considered here is only the initial HTML response, not the state of the document after script execution. We evaluated whether each of the 91,439 fetched pages that were classified as readable, by applying the SpeedReader classifier to each page. We then reduced the data set to the 19,765 pages (21.62%) were readable.
Second, we revisited each URL classified as readable to collect a complete version of the page. To minimize variations in page performance and content during the testing, we collected the "replay archive" for each page using the "Web Page Replay" (WPR) [22] performance tool. WPR is used in Chrome's testing framework for benchmarking purposes and works as a proxy that records network requests or responds to them instead of letting them through to the source depending on whether it works in "record" or "replay" mode.
Finally, we applied each of the three tree transduction techniques to the remaining 19,765 HTML documents, and compared the network, resource use, and privacy characteristics of each transformed page, against the full version of each page. We evaluate performance and privacy characteristics of each page by visiting the URL as replayed from its archive. These findings are described in detail in the next subsections. We note that using a replay proxy with a snapshot of content often underestimates the costs of a page load. Despite taking care to mitigate the effects of non-determinism by injecting a small script that overrides date functions to use a fixed date and random number generator functions to use a fixed seed and produce a predictable sequence of numbers, it cannot account for all sources of non-determinism. For all requests that the proxy cannot match, it responds with a Not Found response. We notice that it results in a small number of requests being missed, primarily those responsible for dynamic ad loading or tracking. It also occasionally interferes with site publisher's custom resource fetching retry logic, where the same request is retried a number of times unsuccessfully, before the entire page load times out and the measurement is omitted.
Results: Performance
We measured four performance metrics: number of resources requested, amount of data fetched, memory used and page load time. These results are summarized in Table 5 and Figure 5 .
We ran all measurements on AWS m5.large EC2 instances. For performance measurements, one test was executed at a time, per instance. For each evaluation, we fetched the page from a previously collected record-replay archive, with performance tracing enabled. Once the page was loaded and the performance metrics are recorded, we closed the browser and proxy, and started the next test. No further steps were taken to minimize the likelihood of test VM performance being impacted by interfering workloads on the underlying hardware. For all tests, we used an unmodified Google Chrome browser, version 70.0.3538.67, rendered in Xvfb. 7 Although profiling has overheads of its own [33] , in particular for memory use and load times, we used a consistent measurement strategy across all tests, and therefore expect the impact to also be consistent and minor compared to relative performance gains.
We measured a page's load time as the difference between navigationStart and loadEventEnd events [46] in the main frame (i.e. the time until all sub-resources have been downloaded Figure 5 : Performance characteristics of the different tree transducer strategies applied, showing the distribution of the key performance metrics. and the page is fully rendered). Since page content is replayed from a local proxy, network bandwidth and latency variation impact is minimized and the reported load time is a very optimistic figure, especially for bigger pages with more sub-resources as illustrated in Figure 4 . Although network cost is still non-zero, the number primarily reflects the time taken to process and render the entire page.
We also recorded the number of resources fetched and the amount of data downloaded during each test. Note that the amount of data downloaded for all of the tree transduction strategies reflects the size of the initial HTML rather than that of the transformed document, as the transformation happens on the client and does not result in additional network traffic. All measured transducers discard the majority of page content (both in page content like text and markup, but also referenced content like images, video files, and JavaScript). Figures 2 and 3 provide an example of how tree transduction techniques simplify page content.
For memory consumption, we measure the overall memory used by the browser and its subprocesses. Google Chrome uses a multiprocess model, where each tab and frame may run in a separate process and content of each page also affects what runs in the main browser process. We note that our testing scenario does not consider the case of multiple pages open simultaneously in the same browsing session, as some of the resources are reused. The reported number is therefore that of the entire browser rather than the specific page alone, with some fixed browser runtime overheads.
Memory snapshots are collected with an explicit trigger after the page load is complete with disabled-by-default-memory-infra tracing category enabled. Despite including a level of fixed browser memory costs, we still see average memory reduction of up to 2.4× in average or median cases. Overall, depending on the chosen transducer, we show:
• average speedups ranging from 20× to 27× • average bandwidth savings on the order of 84× • number of requests is reduced 51× to 77× • average memory reduction of 2.4×
Results: Privacy
SpeedReader achieves substantial privacy improvements, because it applies the tree transduction step before rendering the document, and thus before any requests to third parties have been initiated. The privacy improvements gained by SpeedReader are threefold: a reduction in third party requests, a reduction in script execution (an often necessary, though not sufficient, part of fingerprinting online), and a complete elimination of ad and tracking related requests (as labeled by EasyList and EasyPrivacy). This last measure is particularly important, since 92.8% of the 19,765 readable pages in our data set loaded resources labeled as advertising or tracking related by EasyList and EasyPrivacy [10, 11] . This subsection proceeds by both describing how we measured the privacy improvements provided by SpeedReader, and the results of that measurement. These findings are presented in Table 6 .
We measured the privacy gains provided by SpeedReader by first generating reader mode versions of each of the 19,765 readable URLs in our dataset, and counting the number of third parties, script resources, and ad and tracking resources in each generated reader mode page. We determined the number of ad and tracking resources by applying EasyList and EasyPrivacy with an open-source ad-block Node library [21] to each resource URL included in the page. We then compared these measurements to the number of third-parties, script units, and ad and tracking resource requests made in the typical, non-reader mode rendering of each URL.
We found that all three of the evaluated tree transduction techniques dramatically reduced the number of third parties communicated with, and removed all script execution and ad and tracking resource requests from the page. Put differently, SpeedReader is able to achieve privacy improvements at least as good, and almost certainly exceeding existing ad and tracking blockers, on readable pages. This claim is based on the observation that ad and tracking blockers do not achieve the same significant reduction in third party communication and script execution as SpeedReader achieves.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 5.1 Reader Mode as a Content Blocker
Most existing reader mode tools function to improve the presentation of page content for readers, by removing distracting content and reformatting text for the browser user's benefit. While the popularity of existing reader modes suggest that this is a beneficial use case, the findings in this work suggest an additional use case for reader modes, blocking advertising and tracking related content.
As discussed in Section 4.4, SpeedReader prevents all ad and tracking related content from being fetched and rendered, as identified by EasyList and EasyPrivacy ( Table 6 ). SpeedReader also loads between 51 and 77 times fewer resources than typical page rendering and reader modes (Table 5 ), a non-trivial number of which are likely also ad and tracking related. SpeedReader differs fundamentally from existing content blocking strategies. Existing popular tools, like uBlock Origin [20] and AdBlock Plus [15] , aim to identify malicious or undesirable content, and prevent it from being loaded or displayed; all unlabeled content is treated as desirable and loaded as normal. SpeedReader, and (at last conceptually) reader modes in general, take the opposite approach. Reader modes try to identify desirable content, and treat all other page content as undesirable, or, at least, unneeded.
Our results suggest that the reader mode technique can achieve ad and tracking blocking quality at least as well as existing content blocking tools, but with dramatic performance improvements. We expect that SpeedReader actually outperforms content blocking tools (as content blockers suffer from false-negative problems, for a variety of reasons), but lack a ground truth basis to evaluate this claim further. We suggest evaluating the content blocking capabilities of reader mode-like tools as a compelling area for future work.
Comparison to Alternatives
SpeedReader exists among other systems that aim to improve the user experience of viewing content on the web. While a full evaluation of these systems is beyond the scope of this work (mainly because the compared systems have different goals and place different restrictions on users), we note them here for completeness.
AMP. Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) [17] is a system developed by Google that improves website performance, in a number of ways. Website authors opt-in to the AMP system by limiting their content to a subset of HTML, JavaScript and CSS functionality, which allows for optimized loading and execution. AMP pages are also served from Google's servers, which provide network level improvements. AMP differs from SpeedReader and other reader mode systems in that users only achieve performance improvements when site authors design their pages for AMP; AMP offers no improvement on existing, traditional websites.
Server-Assisted Rendering. Other browser vendors attempt to improve the user experience by moving page, loading, rendering execution from the client to a server. The client then fetches a rendered version of the page from the server (generally either rendered HTML or as a bitmap). The most popular such system is likely Amazon Silk [1] . While there are significant performance upsides with this thin-client technique, they come with significant downsides too. First, user privacy is harmed, since the rendering-server must manage and observe all client secrets when interacting with the destination server on the client's behalf. Additionally, while the server may be able to improve the loading and rendering of the page, its limited in the kinds of performance improvements it can achieve. Server assisted rendering does not provide any of the presentation simplification or content blocking benefits provided by SpeedReader.
SpeedReader Deployment Strategies
Always On. SpeedReader as described in this work is designed to be "always on", attempting to provide a readable presentation of every page fetched. Although Safari Reader View also supports an "always on" functionality, it lacks performance and privacy enhancement provided by SpeedReader (Section 2). While this decision maximizes the amount of privacy and performance improvements provided, it entails an overhead while loading each page (Figure 4 ), which may not be worthwhile in some browsing patterns such as interacting with application-like sites. Additionally, there may be times when users want to maintain a page's interactive functionality (e.g. JavaScript), even when SpeedReader has determined that the page is readable. Ensuring the user's ability to disable SpeedReader would be important in such cases. The system described in this work does not preclude such an option, but only imagines changing the default page loading behavior. 8 Tree Transduction Improvements. The three evaluated techniques in Section 4, which are adapted from existing tools and research, can provide a reader mode presentation with different performance and privacy improvements. Users of SpeedReader could select which tree transduction technique best suited their needs. However, we expect that ML and similar techniques could be applied to the tree transduction problem, to provide a reader mode presentation that exceeds existing techniques. An improved tree transduction algorithm would achieve equal or greater performance and privacy improvements, while doing a better job of maintaining the meaning and information of the extracted content. We are currently exploring several options in this area, but have found the problem large enough to constitute its own unique work.
RELATED WORK
Content Extraction. The problem of removing boilerplate and extracting relevant content from a webpage has been extensively studied. Previous approaches primarily focused on the code structure, visual representation and the link between the two. Lin et al. [29] proposed a method to detect content blocks using <TABLE> tags and calculate their entropy to distinguish the informative blocks from the redundant ones. Laber et al. [27] proposed a heuristic method for extracting textual sections and title from news articles using <a>, <p> and <title> tags. Other studies have tried to detect useful segments in a web page using structural and positional information. Gupta et al. [18] introduced a DOM-based method to modify and remove irrelevant DOM nodes to extract the main content. Their approach utilized filters to remove DOM nodes with advertisements, and link and text ratio thresholds to remove unwanted table cells. While the proposed rule-based method was simple, it had a poor performance in link rich pages where the main content contained many links. Weninger et al. [47] introduced a fast algorithm which calculated the HTML tag ratio of each line to cluster and extract text content. Their algorithm did not perform well on home pages as well as it suffered from high recall and low precision. Cai et al. [8] introduced a tag-free vision-based page segmentation algorithm to segment a webpage and extract its web content structure using the link between the visual layout and the content. Fan et al. [13] introduced Article Clipper, a web content extractor that leveraged visual cues in addition to HTML tags to extract non-textual and textual content and detect multi-page articles. Their approach underperformed in extracting captions which were links as well as images and captions that were outside of main content.
Heuristic methods are limited by their lack of adaptability. Some have proposed learning based methods to overcome this rigidness. Pasternack and Roth [35] described a semi-supervised algorithm, Maximum Subsequence Segmentation, which tokenized HTML into list of tags, words and symbols, and attempted to classify each block as either "in article" or "out of article" text. Kohlschütter et al. [24] developed BoilerPipe to classify text elements using both structural and text features, such as average word length and average sentence length. Sun et al. [40] proposed Content Extraction via Text Density (CETD) to extract the text content from pages using a variety of text density measurements. Their method relied on the observation that the amount of text in content sections is large, and the text in boilerplate sections contains more noise and links. Sluban and Grčar [38] introduced an unsupervised and language-independent method for extracting content from streams of HTML pages, by detecting commonalities in page structure. While their method outperformed other open-source content extractor algorithms, it suffered from high memory consumption and poor performance in diverse and small HTML data set.
Wu et al. [48] proposed a machine learning model using DOM tree node features such as position, area, font, text and tag properties to select and group content related nodes and their children. In their recent paper, Vogels et al. [43] presented an algorithm combining a hidden markov model and a convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Their model first preprocessed an HTML page into a Collapsed DOM (CDOM) tree where each single child parent node was merged with its child. CDOM was then segmented into blocks of main content and boilerplate using sequence labeling of DOM leaves. The features were then used to train two CNNs, obtain potentials and finally find the optimal labeling. Their approach outperformed previous studies on the CleanEval benchmark [3] .
Web Complexity. While content extraction has attracted much attention in the scientific literature, fewer studies are conducted to understand website complexity and its impact on page load time and user experience. Gibson et al. [14] analyzed webpage template evolution using site-level template detection algorithms and found that templates, with little raw content value, represented 40-50% of the data on the Web and the rate continued to grow at a rate about 6% per year. Butkiewicz et al. [7] showed that modern websites, regardless of their popularity, were complex and such complexity could affect user experience. Moreover, their analysis demonstrated that the number of loaded objects and servers could indicate page load time, and both numbers were significant in News websites.
Performance and User Experience. While complexity of webpages can affect page load time, their visual complexity can impact user experience. Harper et al.showed that visual complexity in webpages, defined as diversity, density, and positioning of the elements, could increase cognitive load [19] and even have detrimental cognitive and emotional impact on users [41] . In many websites, online advertisements are the only source of income. Nonetheless, online ads, especially intrusive ads, have usability consequences [6] . As Pujol et al. [36] observed, 22% of the most active users of a major European ISP use Adblock Plus. As a result, providing the main content in a clutter free page, such as Reader Mode, not only decreases the complexity of a page, but also preserves privacy by limiting the number of requests for third-party services and trackers [12, 25] as well as improves user experience.
CONCLUSION
The modern web's progress has led us to the point far beyond Hypertext Markup for document discovery, to having full-fledged, media-rich experiences and dynamic applications. With this growth in capability, there has been a growth in page "bloat", making pages expensive to load, and bringing with it ubiquitous advertising and tracking. In this work, we propose SpeedReader as an approach broadening the applicability of "reader mode" browser features to deliver huge improvements to the end-user browsing experience.
Unique among reader mode tools, SpeedReader determines if a page is readable based only on the page's initial HTML, before the HTML is parsed and rendered, and before sub-resources are fetched. Our classifier can classify within 2 ms and with 91% accuracy, which makes it practical as an always-on part of the rendering pipeline to transform all suitable pages at load time. We find that SpeedReader is widely applicable, and can deliver performance and privacy improvements to 22% of pages on popular and unpopular websites, and a larger proportion of pages linked to from online social networks like Reddit (42%) and Twitter (31%). Since SpeedReader makes its modifications before sub-resources are fetched, it uses 84× less network than traditional page rendering (and current reader mode techniques). This results in page load time improvements, important in a range of scenarios from poor connectivity or low-end devices, to expensive data connectivity or simply wanting a clean and simple interaction with primarily textual content. SpeedReader also delivers page loading speedups of 20× -27× and average memory reduction of 2.4×, while maintaining a pleasant, reader mode style user experience. Finally, when SpeedReader was applied to 19,765 readable webpages, it prevented 100% of advertising and tracking related resources from being fetched (as labeled by EasyList and EasyPrivacy).
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